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Abstract In a recent paper in EPJC doi:10.1140/epjc/
s10052-016-4037-5, Faria has shown that quantum massive
conformal gravity is renormalizable but has ghost states. We
comment this paper on the aspect of renormalizability.

Recently, a paper in EPJC [1], Faria has insisted that quantum
massive conformal gravity is renormalizable but has ghost
states. The proposed action for this purpose is just the massive
conformal gravity action (MCG) [2,3]
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which is classically invariant under the conformal transfor-
mations as

gμν → �2(x)gμν, φ → φ

�
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Here �(x) is an arbitrary function of the spacetime coor-
dinates. We note here that the MCG action (SMCG) is com-
posed of the conformal dilation gravity (SCDG) and the con-
formal gravity (SCG). Since the integral of the Euler density
(E = Rμνρσ Rμνρσ −4RμνRμν +R2) is a topological invari-
ant quantity, SCG reduces to the Weyl gravity
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It was argued that the massive conformal gravity (1) is a
renormalizable quantum theory of gravity which has two
massive ghost states. However, Faria’s work is far from show-
ing that (1) is a renormalizable quantum gravity because
it was based on performing the canonical quantization of
the second-order bilinear action. Concerning the renormal-
izability, Faria has mentioned that the graviton propagator of
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�μν = hμν − ημνh/2,

Dμν,αβ
� = − i

2
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∫
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(p2 − iχ)(p2 + m2 − iχ)
(4)

has a good behavior of 1/p4 at high momenta, making (1)
power-counting renormalizable in the Minkowski spacetime.
Unless the massive pole is shown to be unphysical, the MCG
(1) is perturbatively meaningless because the graviton prop-
agator (4) has ghost state. We wish to point out that this was
a clear observation since the seminal work of Stelle released
40 years ago [4].

It was known that the MCG (1) is a promising quantum
(gravity) model because the conformal symmetry restricts the
number of counter-terms arising from the perturbative quan-
tization of the scalar (dilaton) φ, while keeping the graviton
fixed [5]. The inclusion of conformal symmetry is the reason
for the cancelations. Explicitly, the one-loop counter term of
the conformal dilation gravity (SCDG) is given by [6,7]
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(5)

which is proportional to the SWG (3), reflecting the confor-
mal symmetry. We don’t need any counter terms more. In the
absence of conformally coupled term (φ2R), however, quan-
tizing a purely kinetic term requires (5) as well as R2-term
(conformally non-invariant term). Hence (1) plays the role
of a proper quantization action when quantizing the dilation
φ in the fixed curved background gμν .

On the other hand, Stelle has proposed the conformally
non-invariant Lagrangian of

√−g(R + aC̃2 + bR2) to
improve the perturbative properties of Einstein gravity [4].
The first two terms could be derived from (1) by making use
of the conformal transformation (2). Also, one includes R2

term as a counter term of gμν . If ab �= 0, the renormalizabil-
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ity was achieved but the unitarity was violated, which shows
that the renormalizability is not compatible with the unitarity.
Although the Weyl-squared term (C̃2) improves the ultravi-
olet divergence, it induces ghost excitations which spoil the
unitarity simultaneously. Here, the price one has to pay for
making the theory renormalizable is the loss of unitarity.

Up to now, there is no obvious way to attain the renor-
malizability without violating the unitarity in quantizing the
gravity.
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